Roommate Agreement

Please, I need quiet!
What is our definition of noise? When is it okay to make appropriate levels of noise? Is silence important for sleep and/or study? When do we like to sleep?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

To borrow or not to borrow...that is the question.
What are we allowed to borrow from each other within our room? What is completely off limits? Is permission necessary at all times when borrowing these items?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Be my guest!
What is our agreement on overnight guests (see your residence student handbook for policies)? How much notice should we give one another when an overnight guest is coming? Where are significant others sleeping?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

This place looks like a pigsty!!
How clean do we plan to keep our room? What are the standards we will keep regarding cleanliness? Will we have a cleaning schedule?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Finding the balance of hot and cold...
Do we like it warm or cool in our room? How do we feel about opening the window? What about at night? Are we bothered by a fan?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Wow, you’re popular.
How will we manage each other’s messages?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

ROOMMATE AGREEMENT

Drinkin’ and Smokin’
How do we feel about drinking and smoking (don’t forget the smell can affect clothing and room)?
(Please visit Residence Student Handbook for policies on smoking and drinking).

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

It’s 3 am and the phone is ringing...
Is there a time we should tell people not to call us after?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Approachability, what?
How will we approach one another if we have concerns or problems? How will you know when I am ready to talk or when is a good time for me to able to listen?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

OTHER
Feel free to add any other issues that may have arisen in your meeting.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

I have read discussed and agreed to the standards here and will strive to practice respect for my suitemates/housemates by following them.

Signed: ____________________________  Signed: ____________________________
Signed: ____________________________  Signed: ____________________________
Signed: ____________________________  Signed: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________